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Currant and other berries at Pometet 



Overview

• Prerequisite for consumption
• Three-tiered model for appreciation
Potential positives
• Fresh
• Local connectivity
• Participatory food production
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PREREQUISITE
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Availability: Access and affordability

USA: Access to fresh affordable healthy food is 
limited for 12.7% of the population

Food deserts in California Bay area (2015)

LILA areas (Low-income Low Access) 

Affordability appears to be the major problem

Low-income census tracts where a significant number 
or share of residents is more than 1 mile (urban) from the 
nearest supermarket

Low-income census tract where more than 
100 housing units do not have a vehicle and are more than 
½ mile from the nearest supermarket

Tracts with a poverty rate of 20% or higher, or tracts
with a median family income less than 80% of
median family income for the state or metropolitan
area.
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Food Access Research Atlas (2015) USDA Economic Research 
Service. Available at: 
https://www.ers.usda.gov/data/fooddesert/.

Rhone et al. (2019) USDA Economic Research Service, 
Economic Information Bulletin No. 209 



THREE‐TIERED MODEL FOR 
APPRECIATION
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SENSORY

FUNCTIONAL

REFLECTIVE

Evans; Flore; Pedersen & Frøst (2015) Flavour, 4(1), 7.



Freshness
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Freshness advantages of urban farming

• Shorter logistics chain
• Easier to control cooling chain
• Longer in-store shelf-life
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First salad of season 2019 from own garden 



Frais du toit / Rooftop Fresh Crop
Designed and operated by Ligne Verte, Montreal
• IGA Extra Supermarket
• 2500 sqm Rooftop intensive 

outdoor organic certified 
horticulture

• 30 different crops

2018: Introduction 
• Much longer in-store shelf life 
• Food loss: 0.4% 
• Ligne Verte mission: create 1000 

well-paid job to gardeners
Photo: Ligne Verte
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Infarm, Berlin

Indoor vertical farming platform
• Remote performance optimisation
• Leafy herbs, brassica and salads
• Equivalent to 3 ha land
• Currently +200 ‘infarmers’
• In-shop self-harvesting introduced 

in 2016

With right growth media and 
instruction, produce need not be 
harvested but can be sold in pot
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Photo: Infarm



Local connectivity
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Connect to those that grow your food: Farmers’ market
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• Traditional selling channel in 
many countries

• Farmers and peri-urban farmers
• Consumer main arguments for 

food shopping at farmers’ markets
• 1. social embeddedness 

• social interaction, knowledge of 
vendors, etc.

• 2. spatial embeddedness 
• food freshness, supporting the ‘local’, 

etc.

Palo Alto, California Farmers’ Market producer vendors

Feagan & Morris (2009) International Journal of Consumer Studies, 33, 235–243. 



Peri-urban small-holder farming for local markets 

The Market Gardener, Jean-Martin 
Fortier, Quebec, CA
• Farming at human scale with few

motorised tools
• 6 figure farming in 6000 sqm
• Master Class

• Online course with life-time access
• +1400 enrolled in last 16 months

• Other examples
• Four Season Farm, Barbara Damrosch

en Elliot Coleman Maine, USA
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Photo: The Market Gardener



Participatory
food production
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When labor leads to love – the IKEA effect

Increased valuation of self‐made products
• Only as a result of a completed tasks
• Applies to both novices and accomplished DIY’ers

The effect on consumption
• More mindful consumption of self-prepared food
• Higher appreciation
• Higher domain-specific and general well-being
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Norton; Mochon; & Ariely (2012) Journal of Consumer Psychology, 22, 453–460
Brunneder & Dholakia (2018) Marketing Letters, 29, 377–389.



Effects on behaviour and healthy food perception

Contribution to cooking increases:
• Consumption of self-prepared food
• Hedonic response (liking)
• Problematic when cooking energy-dense foods

Follow up study 
• Cooking healthy foods increases liking
• Does not happen for unhealthy foods
• More so for dietary restrained persons
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Dohle; Rall; & Siegrist (2014) Food Quality and Preference, 33, 14–16
Dohle; Rall; & Siegrist (2016) Health Psychology, 35, 500–508.



Conclusions

Can design urban farming to increase
• Freshness 
• Local connectivity
• Through cooking increase liking and consumption of healthier foods

Urban farming has many potentials to tap into positive directions for the 
development of our food consumption patterns 
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